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with great ceremony. Within the ramparts the houses are built,
as far as the hilly nature of the site permits, in parallel lines.
Every house has, as a rule, a yard in front of it, enclosed by a
low wall. The streets between the walls are narrow but here and
there are large open spaces where the tribesmen congregate to
talk, to dance and to drink. The huts are large, thatched and
dirty. In the case of residents of distinction the front end of the
ridge-pole is decorated by a large wooden ornament resembling
outspread buffalo horns. The giving of a tribal feast is sufficient
to earn the bestowal of this distinction from the tribal chiefs. It is
much prized. There is too a little rough carved decoration on
the extending beams.
The " Pujah," or feast, that was taking place at the time of
my visit was in honour of the opening of the season of the sowing
of the seed, the commencement of the agricultural year. The
Nagas, men, women and children, were keeping holiday, the
majority by partaking largely of their native beer from capacious
mugs made of sections of bamboo. Many were already in a state
of good-humoured intoxication and noisily happy. While the
elders and the women and children sat about, the young men in
full war paint danced, brandishing their spears and flourishing
their shields. Feathers of gaudily coloured birds enter largely
into their costume and are used to decorate their heads, their
spears and their shields. They appear to be simple hearty
people though till comparatively recently they were head-hunters
in the more outlying districts.
The American Baptist Mission at Kohima provides an
excellent boarding school for the boys of more distant regions,
The Government of India grants a yearly sum towards its upkeep,
but as far as possible it is made self-supporting and the boys pay
their own keep. It is estimated that a boy can provide a
sufficiency of food for a sum of four rupees (six shillings) a month.
The question of clothing has given rise to some small difficulties
for the boys from a distance often come in their traditional state
of complete nakedness. This gives offence to certain mission-
aries who desire to make the wearing of garments compulsory,
But the Government of India, very wisely, insists that complete
liberty as to clothes be maintained and that no boy be forced to
cover any part of his body unless he wants to. . The authorities
have even threatened to withdraw its money grant if any coercion
is used by the mission. They are quite right. It is much better
for these simple and highly moral people—the missionaries

